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URY GOLF CLUB is one of the oldest in the
Manchester district, having been formed as long
ago as 1889, before the ' golf boom ' of the nineties
had begun. For the first quarter of a century of i ts
existence, the home of the Club was a nine hole course
at Redvales, where Harry Vardon was professional and
greenkeeper before h e went to Ganton. It was as
professional to the Bury Club that Vardon made his
first attempts upon the Open Championship and Bury
members like to think that it was at Redvales he put
the final polish on his game.
The commandeering of a great part of the Redvales
course for agricultural purposes during the first world
war, proved to be a blessing in disguise, for it forced
the Club to seek ' fresh fairways and bunkers nevv,'
and led to the creation of their present fine course at
Blackford Bridge, a couple of miles from Bury, and
half that distance from Whitefield, with a very adequate
bus service between Bury and Whitefield passing the
Club House gates. By road the course is no more than
six and a half miles from Manchester, from which it
can also be conveniently reached, in less than half an
hour, by way of the electric railway from Victoria
Station to Whitefield.
The course is laid o_u t in part on a long irregular
plateau, much cut up by gullies of rough and broken
ground, and in part about and across the meanderings
of a tumbling stream, which gives a highly adventurous
character to four of the holes in the middle of the second
half of the round.
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The famous firm of Colt, Mackenzie and Alison, whe>
"\Vere the dr:signers of the course, have made excellent
use of its diversified natural features and boldly
undulating contours; there are no two holes alike,
hardly even two which lie in the same direction.
With a total length of close on 6,000 yards, the Blackford Bridge course provides an unusually varied and
testing round. Unsworth Hall, a commodious Georgian mansion which was originally the home of the
first Mayor of Bury, makes a most attractive Club
House, and having brought the course successfully
through the inevitable period of re<;:onditioning after
the second world war, the Club is able to face the
fut11re with ' everything handsome about them.'
The first hole, 425 yards long, with the slope of the
ground slightly against us, is rather more than the
average player will want to reach in two shots at the
opening hole of the day. The ground falls steeply
away on the right of the fairway, making the hole
slightly dog-legged to the right, and forcing us to place
.our drive with some care. With the second shot also,
accurate placing is more important than length,
because there is only a narrow entry to a rising plateau
:green, with bunkers under either side.
The feature of the second hole (250 yards) is the
position of the fairway on a rolling shelf, with a steep
rise along the right and a series of bunkers on the
left. We play from a gun-platform tee which gives us
a complete view of all the trouble in front of us, but
does not make it any easier to hit the perfect drive.
A shot up slightly to the right, will put us in the best
position for our pitch up to a green on a bold plateau,
with bunkers set into either side of the steep rise to
the front of it.
A wide gully of broken ground and rough gives us a
stiff carry from the tee at the third, and we shall need
to hit a good one to reach the level plateau beyond.
From there the .second shot is very distinctly uphill,
b]Jt. the hole is 433 yards long, and in any case it is
going t o take ' two shots and a bit ' to reach a well
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guarded green that rises towards the back in a double
terrace.
The fourth, a medium length two-shotter of 34 1
y ards, is open to the theoretical objection that both
drive and second shot are blind. But I, personally,
h ave always considered it a good thing that the player
should have one or two shots during the round which
will test his ability to visualise the lie of the land ' on
t he other side of the hill.' At the hole we drive uphill
over a brow on to a none too wide strip of fairway
between the boundary on the left and a great knoll
on the right, and play our second over the shoulder
of the ris= to a green guarded by mounds along either
side.
This brings us up to the highest point of the course
a nd on our way to the fifth tee we may pause to enjoy
t he view of the moors and outlying spurs of the Pennines
a way to the north of us, beyond Bury. At this 376vard fifth we are driving downhill from a tee on the
i-everse shoulder of the knoll, and if we can hold our
shot up to the right against the. swing of the ground,
should have no difficulty in getting home with our
second to a green built on the falling slope.
We drive uphill over a dip at the sixth, which is the
long hole of the outward half, measuring 479 yards.
I t is dog-legged to the left round an out-of-bounds
corner, which the adventurous may try to carry with
t heir second shot. But there is nothing to be gained
b y ' cutting the corner,' for in any case we are not
going to get up in two, and a second played up the
middle of the fairway will put us in the best position
for our approach to a green built up into a sort of
saddle shape with a drop on the right.
The seventh is a ' long one-shotter ' of 205 yards,
calling for a dropping shot with spoon or iron to a
plateau green built up on the shoulder of the hill.
The gully on the left comes in to cover its left corner
and there is a bunker above it on the right.
We have the gully to carry with our drive at the
e igth, which is 3.'i9 yards, with the rise of the ground
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against us all the way. A really long drive is rewarded
by a view of the flag, but for most of us the approach
is a blind one over a brow to a green in an out-ofbounds corner.
A short hole of 164 yards completes the outward
h alf of the round. A very easy hole it appears-a
simple dropping iron shot down a narrow gully to a
long narrow green at the bottom. It looks as if you
couldn't go wrong ! But a Green Committee with
hearts harder than stone has placed a string of bunkers
in the sides of the gully right up to the green, and only
a straight shot will do !
At the tenth we again have a wide dip with a wildern ess of rough to carry with our drive. This is the
longest hole on the course, being just over 500 yards,
and it calls for honest hard hitting to get safely over a
sunken road with our second. This sh ould be placed
rather over to the left to open up the line of our
approach for the entry to the green is guarded by
b unkers all along t he right .
This brings us out to the farthest point of t h e course
and at the eleventh we turn on our tracks a nd start
back towards the Club House with a shortish twoshotter of 319 y ards. We have the sunken road t o
carry with our drive and a tricky approach t o a green
that tilt s sligh tly to the left.
The twelfth is the most spectacular hole of the round
and, in fact, is one of the finest holes of the drive and
pitch type that I h ave ever seen. It is 297 yards long,
<log-legged to the left round t h e meanderings of the
brook, a bend of which h as to be carried with each
shot. During a n exhibition m atch played oYer t he
course, Archie Compston succeeded in driving the
green and I know that other ' tigers ' have also done
so, but the shot is scarcely worth the risk. Indeed
even in playing for a 4 there are endless opportunities
for disaster, because the ravine of the brook has a
series of outlying gullies that can trap a weak shot,
a nd there is no real margin for error with either driYe
or pitch.
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The same basic idea, but this time applied to a full
length two-shatter, gives us another magnificent hole
at the thirteenth, the length of which is just over 400
y ards. The slope of the hill hems us in on the right ;
the ravine of the brook breaks into the fairway on the
left ; and there is little room between for a mis-hit
drive. ..\ reasonably straight shot, however, will
reach more open ground beyond, and from there an
equally well-hit second, played at an angle to the left,
will find a semi-plateau green on the slope above the
brook, which still promises disaster to a hooked shot.
We carry the brook by a frontal attack at the
fourteenth, which is a mere mashie-niblick shot of
123 yards over a slope of wild country beyond the
brook to a rising green with the boundary fence
behind it. Without the brook this would be merelv
a good short hole, but the presence of the waterhazard provides just that pyschological touch that
labels the hole ' Appointment with Fear ! '
The same observation holds true of the next, where
we have the brook running across our path on a right
to left diagonal, to carry with our drive. We have
had similar long carries over a dip of jungle country
at previous holes, but the brook serves to emphasise
t he danger. The length of the hole-262 yards-is
no m easure of its difficulty, for even a long drive
clear of all the trouble and held up to the right against
t he tilt of the ground, which is the best line, will still
leave us with a tricky chip up to another semi-plateau
green, built up on the right hand slope below the Club
House .
..\ t this point we cross over behind the first tee to
:finish off the round with a triangle of holes on the
plateau on which we started the round. The sixteenth
is an excellent mashie-shot hole of 158 yards, over a
grassy dip to an armchair green guarded by bunkers
in front and on either side. It is one of the many good
points about the Blackford Bridge course that the four
short holes are so good, both individually and as a set.
It is from a tee on the ridge behind the sixteenth
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green that we drive to the seventeenth, but even with
the advantage of starting off from this lofty eminence,
the ordinary player can hardly hope to get up in two,
for the hole is 446 yards long, with the slope against
us for the second shot. The hole, moreover, is doglegged to the right round a sand-pit and a line of
young trees. We shall do well to be content to place
our second shot into position for a straight-forward
pitch to a rising double-terraced green, with a narrow
entry between the bunkers on either side.
We complete the triangle and finish off the round
with a hole of 389 yards at which we drive downhill
from a built-up tee, with bunkers on either side of us
and then have a difficult second to a semi-plateau
green set into a left-hand rise, with a bunker above it
on the left and another covering the banked right
corner. This is a testing two-shotter-an excellent
hole for the eighteenth. But I should like to emphasise
that the testing quality of the Bury course does not
depend on the two-shatters. It is a stiff course for
the tigers, but the only holes where the average player
may find the bogey figures beyond his compass, are
the thirteenth and eigtheenth, so that it is not too
exacting a test for him.
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Total length, fi90H yards.
7:3.
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